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Introduction

Within the last decade, economic and strategic alignment between Russia and the People's Republic of China (PRC) has steadily evolved and reached unprecedented levels. Western sanctions targeting Russia following its invasion of Crimea in 2014 and its full-scale war against Ukraine in 2022 have accelerated their geopolitical alignment and elevated the PRC as Russia’s most important trade partner and critical supplier of technology and dual-use components that support Russia’s defense industry.

Russian President Vladimir Putin and his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping, have also found common ground in weakening the United States and its leadership of the international system. Putin's visit, with a large government delegation, to the PRC on May 16-17, 2024, the first after his most recent inauguration, suggests that he is positioning his country for an even deeper, long-term partnership with Beijing. The Arctic plays an important role in this evolving partnership. Moscow has looked to Beijing to develop the Northern Sea Route (NSR), invest in its Arctic energy projects and related support infrastructure (e.g., space and science), and enhance military cooperation. In return, Moscow has become Beijing’s conduit for greater activity in the Arctic, as the other seven Arctic Council and NATO members have become wary of the PRC’s strategic ambitions, coercive economic tactics, and focus on dual-use infrastructure investments.

As the analysis in this paper will show, Russia-PRC cooperation in the region supports commercial and military ends. This is the last and concluding brief in a series of four papers assessing Moscow’s and Beijing’s growing alignment in the Arctic. Previous briefs assessed their cooperation in space, especially in the realm of satellite navigation supporting Arctic operations, their scientific collaboration and exploration, including research supporting undersea technologies, and their deepening civil-military collaboration, including efforts to pursue joint maritime law enforcement on the NSR. This paper summarizes their evolving Arctic collaboration in the context of a deepening strategic partnership and relies on open-source government documents, policy analysis, and anonymized interviews with leading experts and officials from North America and Northern Europe.

Prospects for Deeper Strategic Alignment

In the context of growing geopolitical competition in the Arctic and in other theaters, many analysts have questioned the depth and durability of relations between Moscow and Beijing and weighed the various factors that shape their alignment. Moscow’s previous reluctance to collaborate with Beijing in the Arctic, which experts assessed was especially strong given the Kremlin's focus on sovereign control over its Arctic territories, appears to have dissipated, as Russia has grown more economically and politically dependent on the PRC. That development has been underscored by recent joint statements, policies, and trade volumes.

Senior Russian Personnel

The Arctic, a Putin prestige project and one critical to Russia's future energy and critical mineral production, is a growing arena for Russia-PRC collaboration, nurtured under the leadership of Deputy Prime Minister Yuri
Trutnev, the official in charge of development of the Far East and the Arctic since 2013. A strong proponent of reducing barriers to year-round NSR operations and to Russian rights in Svalbard, Trutnev as natural resources minister (2004-2012) oversaw significant changes to bolster oil and coal extraction in the Arctic.

Recent Russian policy and personnel shifts following Putin’s pro forma election in March and his most recent visit to Beijing indicate that the Kremlin is positioning itself for ever-deeper relations with the PRC, including in the Arctic. The appointment of loyal technocrat and economist Andrey Belousov as defense minister and the promotion of Denis Manturov to first deputy prime minister from deputy of industry and trade, demonstrates Putin’s focus on Russia’s war economy, needed technological prowess, and requirement to ramp up defense industrial development with the help of Beijing. Manturov and his deputy, Alexey Gruzdev, joined Putin on his May visit to the PRC. Manturov has deep and long-standing connections to Beijing and a track record of engaging with Chinese Communist Party (CCP) counterparts. The 8th Russian-Chinese Expo in Harbin (May 17-21), which Putin attended, highlighted the strong socioeconomic development ties between the two countries. At the expo, Manturov described the PRC as the alternative to Western markets that Russia needs.

**Putin-Xi Meetings**

The May 2024 meeting represented the 43rd time that Putin and Xi have met and Putin’s 19th visit to the PRC since he ascended to power in 2000. The timing of the latest visit and the delegation’s large size and composition underscore the growing centrality of Russia-PRC relations for Moscow. Russian official statements and state-controlled media coverage highlight this centrality by emphasizing the “momentous” nature of the visit and how decisive it was for regional and global long-term development.

The inclusion of key defense and defense-industry officials reaffirms the importance of Russia-PRC cooperation in this area, although no new major defense or military-to-military initiatives were publicly announced (Russia and the PRC have not disclosed their defense contracts since the United States introduced the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act in 2017).

Putin and Xi’s joint statement released during the visit pledges “closer collaboration in critical sectors, including energy, space, and the military." The Arctic plays an important role in all three areas. The Kremlin’s press releases about the visit reference the development of “international transport and logistics corridors” (Trans-Siberian and Baikal-Amur railways, and the NSR), in addition to projects in other high-tech sectors. It also asserts that both countries are “enhancing the capacity of border crossings and expanding border infrastructure”. The rail agreement is significant because it helps support Chinese imports that benefit Russia’s war economy.

**Cooperation in the Energy Sector**

Russia-PRC cooperation in the energy sector—including extraction and exports of crude oil, and natural gas, primarily localized in the Russian Far East and Arctic—has been a key driver for bilateral economic relations. Russia holds the world’s largest gas reserves (mostly concentrated on the Yamal peninsula) and is among the top three global crude oil producers. Russia and the PRC have “complementary economies”, with the former largely exporting raw materials and energy needed to supply the latter’s population and industry. Russia also imports
finished high-tech products and electronic components from the PRC. The PRC is Russia's top trade partner, while Moscow ranked seventh among Beijing's trade partners for exports and imports in 2023.

The NSR is growing in importance for liquefied natural gas (LNG) shipments as piped natural gas exports through the Yamal pipeline to Europe have been stopped following Russia's full-scale war against Ukraine. Fossil fuel exports to the Indo-Pacific, most importantly Beijing, have helped Moscow offset some of the losses resulting from lower European energy imports. This cooperation also has facilitated infrastructure projects and civil-military and law enforcement cooperation on the NSR. In addition, Russia is eager to operationalize the Power of Siberia 2 pipeline, which connects Russia to the PRC through Mongolia, although no announcements have been forthcoming (it took over a decade to negotiate the first Power of Siberia pipeline). According to Kremlin statements, Russia and the PRC remain interested in the pipeline's construction, but lack of progress and Beijing's reported reluctance have led some analysts to question its commitment to the partnership with Russia. More likely, PRC reluctance is based on economic considerations and efforts to diversify energy imports.

**Industrial Cooperation and Trade in the Arctic**

Moscow is also looking to Beijing (and other BRICS+ partners) to finance and jointly develop infrastructure projects to connect mineral-rich regions and create more integrated logistics networks to increase cargo along the NSR. As part of its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), Beijing is looking to further develop its Polar Silk Road and its Digital Silk Road. Although PRC investments in the Russian Arctic have reportedly fallen short of Kremlin expectations, the number of PRC-owned companies in the Arctic has increased from 48 in 2020 to 123 in June 2023. At the same time, PRC participation in Russian development projects has increased since 2013 “especially in the areas of [liquefied] natural gas, mineral extraction, and infrastructure”.

GMF’s prior paper in this series on civil-military collaboration explores current and planned infrastructure projects in the Arctic in more detail. The paper addresses PRC interest in several projects with dual-use potential, such as the deep-water ports at Indiga and near Archangelsk. These could be used to accommodate a future PRC civilian and military presence, including surface and subsea assets. On May 15, the day before Putin's PRC visit, the governor of Arkhangelsk met with PRC authorities to discuss additional NSR infrastructure development and cooperation.

**Space Cooperation and Satellite Navigation**

The PRC’s reliance on dual-use technologies to support situational awareness and intelligence collection, including in space through remote sensing, have caused alarm among other Arctic Council states and have prompted decisions to suspend planned PRC science stations and space centers in Canada, Greenland, Finland, and Sweden. Russia’s development of anti-satellite space-based weapons and aggressive deployment of electronic warfare (e.g., GPS jamming and spoofing) is helping it and the PRC make substantial strides to deny Western intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), command and control (C2), and societal communication advantage.

As GMF’s brief on space collaboration in the Arctic shows, Russia and the PRC have cooperated on space diplomacy and technology for well over a decade. In the Arctic, their space cooperation is primarily focused on satellite
technology, including global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) to support positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT). Although Russia is continuing to invest in its own GNSS, GLONASS, and has a robust satellite network with remote sensing capabilities that supports situational awareness in the Arctic, it increasingly looks to the PRC’s BeiDou network as a resilient navigation system that can supplement coverage. Production delays have hampered the Kremlin's efforts to update its own systems. In 2023, Rosatom announced that it would use Chinese satellite data to facilitate navigation and ice forecasts along the NSR, indicating that Russia has turned to Chinese providers as it seeks to replace dataflows blocked by Western sanctions (as it does to bolster its operations in Ukraine).24

The PRC remains focused on expanding and optimizing its BeiDou network as part of its effort to build its Digital Silk Road, which creates technological dependencies for other countries and surveillance risks. The large number of BeiDou satellites and ground stations in the Southern Hemisphere provide for greater regional accuracy than GPS.25 More ground stations in Northern latitudes would further improve its accuracy in that region. Since 2015, Moscow and Beijing have worked on enhancing BeiDou and GLONASS compatibility, interoperability, and augmentation and installed ground stations in each other's territories.26 The PRC announced in 2023 that it would open a ground station in Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky on Avacha Bay, home to a large Russian submarine base and an access point to the NSR.27 This would extend Beijing's independent tracking and monitoring capabilities into the Arctic.

Russia-PRC Scientific Collaboration and Defense Industrial Development

Russia is not merely looking for Beijing to supply components that are critical to its war effort in Ukraine. Defense industrial development and modernization is a key priority for Russia. It and the PRC rely on cooperative projects between prestigious universities to foster joint research and development (R&D) that supports both powers’ civil-military sectors. Both sides stand to benefit from this approach. For Beijing, collaboration with Russia may provide a pathway to select technologies in areas in which Moscow maintains an edge, including missile defense, rocket engines, deep-space exploration, and nuclear surface and subsurface vessels. Projects focused on the Arctic also provide the PRC opportunities to gain operational experience and to drive R&D that supports Arctic capabilities. Russian analysts view scientific collaboration with the PRC as an opportunity to carve "out a place in the Chinese military's supply chain", modernize, and keep pace with the PRC's R&D, which would otherwise "soon render Russian technology obsolete".28

The CCP has a military-civil fusion (MCF) development strategy that helps leverage scientific innovation and civilian technologies for the PRC’s defense-industrial base.29 As part of this effort, the CCP “is building links between China's civilian universities, military and security agencies”.30 The Australian Strategic Policy Institute lists 92 PRC institutions as “very high risk” entities due to their direct ties to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and defense industry, spearheaded by a grouping of seven leading universities, or the “Seven Sons of National Defense”.31

Two of these institutes, Harbin Engineering University (HEU) and Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT), have joint centers or projects with Russia that focus on scientific research in the Arctic. Since 2016, Russia and the PRC publicly launched at least four Arctic research centers and projects as part of a series of bilateral university agreements. GMF’s prior policy brief explores the research of these institutions, their connection to the Arctic
missions of the PRC’s Xuelong 2 icebreaker, efforts to support navigation on the NSR, and potential benefits for submarine and anti-submarine operations.

During Putin’s visit to HIT in May 2024, the Kremlin announced that the institute and St. Petersburg State University (SPBU) would soon open a joint Russian-Chinese training center in natural sciences at Harbin. HIT “is best known for its research of rockets, missiles and space technology.” This research supports Russian operations in Ukraine, as coverage by The Economist highlights, and, as GMF research shows, both countries’ long-term defense developments, including capabilities supporting Arctic operations.

Prior to Putin’s May trip, Lomonosov Moscow State University (MGU) and Peking University (PKU) signed a memorandum to establish the Sino-Russian Academy of Fundamental Sciences (SRAFS). MGU and PKU are highly prestigious universities. PKU’s Advanced Technology Institute “covers semiconductors, nuclear technology, quantum physics, advanced materials, underwater acoustics, satellite navigation and communications, flight propulsion, aerospace engineering and microprocessors.” Although MGU and SPBU are not located in the Arctic, their research is relevant for the region and overlaps with projects pursued by Arctic science centers.

Civil-Military Collaboration

In addition to scientific research collaborations, whose details are usually not widely disclosed, Russia is also increasingly highlighting its Arctic civil-military cooperation with the PRC (and other BRICS+ countries) through high-visibility patrols and announcements of joint exercises. In April 2023, the Russian Federal Security Services (FSB) and the China Coast Guard (CCG) signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to facilitate cooperation on maritime law enforcement along the NSR. The CCG, which since 2018 has been under the command of the Central Military Commission (CMC), has a reputation for aggressive and illegal actions toward other countries’ vessels. The MoU signaled a new phase in their civil-military collaboration in the Arctic and could portend a reinterpretation of international maritime law in the region akin to the stances taken by the PRC and Russia in, respectively, the South China Sea and the Baltic Sea.

Russia invited the CCG delegation to observe its “Arctic Patrol 2023” maritime security drill following the MoU signing. Russian statements framed the cooperation as an alternative to the Arctic Coast Guard Forum, with the head of the FSB Border Guard Service arguing that “Russia had to find new partners as the coast guard cooperation with the seven other Arctic nations is halted.” To date, no joint coast guard patrol has taken place on the NSR, but NATO allies should closely watch for a CCG presence in the Arctic.

In April 2024, the Russian and PLA navies signed an additional MoU on naval search and rescue cooperation “on the high seas”. Earlier that month, Russia invited the other BRICS countries to “test their equipment” during Arctic exercises in 2025. These announcements suggest that Moscow is eager to build and display a growing anti-West coalition that can operate in the Arctic.
Posturing Vis-à-Vis the West

Russia and the PRC view the US-led international order as a primary challenge to their economic, political, and military interests and power. At the same time, both countries advocate for alternative models and approaches, such as addressing the wars in Gaza and Ukraine to promote “political settlement for hotspots in the interest of truth and justice”.

Their joint statement issued during Putin’s most recent visit to the PRC further underscored both countries’ ideological and political alignment by highlighting five “basic principles” of their partnership. In addition to referencing cultural ties, mutual respect, and support, the statement emphasized the importance of strategic cooperation in multilateral organizations such as the UN, the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, and the G20, as well as Russia’s BRICS chairmanship and the PRC’s Shanghai Cooperation Organization presidency. These efforts align with Moscow’s and Beijing’s ambitions to strengthen a multipolar world and weaken US power and the existing international system.

Both countries publicize their partnership to domestic and international audiences to demonstrate the growth of an alternative, anti-West system with its own formats. This system, which includes the Eurasian Union, the Collective Security Treaty Organization, BRICS+, and the BRI Forum, ironically mirrors the US alliance system. In recent statements, Putin has repeatedly emphasized that Russia and the PRC have “profound mutual trust” and are strengthening their “foreign policy coordination in the interests of building a just, multipolar world order”.

Converging Views on Arctic Governance

Russia and the PRC also increasingly find value in displaying their alignment on Arctic governance questions as an opposing force to the Arctic Council. This is a shift, especially for Russia. The PRC, which has portrayed the region as a “global commons” and the polar regions, space, and seabed as “new frontiers” whose governance status is “unresolved”, has long been focused on enhancing structures that provide Beijing greater regional access and that bestow legitimacy to non-Arctic states. Beijing participates in all accessible forums on Arctic governance and uses soft-power tools to frame narratives, and strengthen selective rules and principles, in line with its interests. It has sought to use its influence via the International Maritime Organization’s International Code for Ships Operating in Polar Waters (Polar Code) and the International Seabed Authority (ISA) within the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) for these purposes.

Russia used to be hesitant to empower non-Arctic states in the region. Its resistance to granting the PRC permanent observer status in the Arctic Council (which it achieved in 2013) is a case in point. Russia also long focused on maximizing its military and economic control over its vast Arctic territory stretching from the North Atlantic to the North Pacific, with its bastion defense protecting the Northern Fleet and ensuring freedom of navigation for Russian naval forces to the North Atlantic and beyond. This is still a priority even as Russia seeks to economically develop the region. The Kremlin also remains focused on significantly extending its exclusive economic zone (EEZ), in line with its interpretation of UNCLOS and its Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) claims, while maintaining exclusive rights to resource extraction.
It is important to closely monitor how Russia resolves its long-standing extended OCS claims in the Arctic Ocean now that the UN Commission on the Limitations of the Continental Shelf (CLCS) has confirmed a good portion of Russia’s Arctic OCS claims. Russia and the PRC have opposed and labeled recent US extended OCS claims unacceptable given that the United States has not ratified UNCLOS. Some analysts believe that Russia could reference US claims as a pretext to unilaterally declaring its unapproved OCS claims as legitimate, thereby forgoing bilateral negotiations with other Arctic states that have overlapping claims. In December 2023, the former chief of the Russian navy emphasized the key national focus on “a full-scale expansion into the continental shelf beyond the borders of the 200-mile exclusive economic zone”. Recent reporting about Russia’s alleged (and then retracted) plans to change its maritime borders around Kaliningrad suggest that the country is increasingly considering unilateral actions on border delineations.

Like Beijing, Moscow tends to take a selective approach to international law and regional governance mechanisms, buttressing rules and norms that work in its favor. The Arctic Council long served Russian interests to retain open channels to the West and strengthen its Arctic national identity and sovereignty. Moving away from this position, Moscow is prioritizing bilateral cooperation with the PRC and other BRICS+ partners. Growing alignment between Russia and the PRC in the Arctic may lead both countries to strengthen alternative institutions and enhance the economic viability of its separate alliance system.

**Conclusion**

Since 2014, Putin and Xi have strengthened their partnership while bolstering their authoritarian control at home and developing alternative structures and systems to oppose the United States and its allies. While their alignment is neither consistent nor linear, Russia’s growing economic dependency on the PRC, particularly in defense-industrial and infrastructure (e.g., rail and digital) development, and their civil-military cooperation demonstrate a deeper and more durable relationship, which has been strengthened recently.

Two years on from its announced “no limits” partnership with the PRC, Russia has preserved and elevated its position but at a sovereign price. Although the PRC remains Russia’s most important economic and strategic partner, Moscow is not Beijing’s top trade partner. But the Kremlin is the primary partner in the Arctic, which the PRC views as strategically and economically important for resource extraction, shipping, and military power projection. Putin is also Xi’s critical ally in their joint effort to erode US influence in the world and revise the international order in ways that are favorable to their authoritarian systems.

Moscow’s and Beijing’s national interests in the Arctic are not perfectly aligned. Russia remains focused on sovereign control over its Arctic territories, while the PRC wants to develop its polar and digital silk roads and increase its access to resources and strategic sea lines of communication. Even if the sentiments of the Russian leadership and its people toward the PRC eventually sour, a scenario in which Russia severs ties with an economically and politically stronger PRC, especially in the Arctic and Far East, is hard to envision, given the growing economic dependence. Short of a dramatic change in leadership and vision in either capital, their Arctic collaboration will likely expand, in line with their overall strategic partnership.
It may be tempting to conclude that any policy by the West, whether easing sanctions or reengaging with Russia, could slow or reverse Russia-PRC alignment in the Arctic. Given Putin and Xi's ideological alignment and growing economic partnership, both leaders would simply pocket the gain and continue their interest-based course of action. The United States and its allies must focus instead on outpacing Russia-PRC defense industrial and economic development and strengthening the international system. To do so, they must buttress domestic and alliance cohesion and enforce international law. Like the Cold War, today’s geopolitical competition is a race to see which system is durable and resilient, and which system exhausts itself or is dominated or subordinated by the other. The Arctic represents a part of this critical race.
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